
Leading Parent Partnership – February 2022 Update 

 

I am writing to give you an update on the progress that we are making towards gaining the Leading 

Parent Partnership Award. 

• A working group has continued to work hard to improve our partnerships with parents. 

• The School Council now has a Parent Partnership Sub-Committee and are starting to work on 

ways to improve our work with parents. 

• We now have a Parent Partnership Policy, which can be found on the LPPA page on the website. 

• We were extremely pleased to be named as an Inclusion Quality Mark Centre of Excellence 

recently.  The assessor looked at many different aspects of our inclusion provision, one of which 

was our work with parents and carers.  Below is the assessor’s report on this work:  

“As part of my visit, I was able to speak with two parents who were honest and open with regards to 

their experiences with school.  

One parent had two children at the school, both with additional learning needs. Their mum spoke highly 

of the keyworker provision and felt that this encouraged excellent communication between home and 

school, as she could contact them over seemingly minor things, but it put her mind at rest that the issue 

would be resolved. This mum told a story of some challenges getting her son a place at other schools 

and was joyous when Darton Academy said they could ‘meet his needs’. She knew it was further to 

travel but was ‘glad [she] picked the school’ because of the support they have received and has then 

sent subsequent children to the school, including one about to come up to secondary.  

The other parent that I spoke to had a daughter who was currently attending the Trust’s alternative 

provision in Elland. She spoke of disagreeing with the decision to offer this at the time, but now can see 

the positive impact that it has had on her daughter. She spoke highly of the provision and how a 

personalised curriculum was really helping her daughter to thrive. It was clear that the school had done 

a lot to support this student, but sometimes it takes courage to say an alternative may be more suited to 

the needs of the child. Doing this, demonstrates inclusive approaches in finding the best pathway for 

young people.  

Parents stated that they got a great response from Learning Managers and that they felt comfortable 

knowing that a concern would be dealt with. They also spoke highly about how the school tackles critical 

issues such as bullying. 

The Covid pandemic meant a number of changes to school life, but parents shared that these were 

communicated effectively, including the use of videos to help explain how the changes would work/look 

which really helped support any child or parental anxiety about returns after lockdowns.  

In addition to speaking to specific parents, it was interesting to look at the other methods of 

communication that go out to the wider parent/carer body. The school’s website is used effectively to 

communicate key information, and the Tri-Stars approach to praise generates automatic alerts to 

parents, meaning that when they get a notification from school it is more often positive than negative, 

creating a positive relationship between school and home.  



The attendance team also worked closely with those harder to reach families, going out and visiting 

young people in their homes to try and build up that relationship, as well as to encourage attendance at 

school.” 

 

• Our next initiative is to establish a Parent Partnership Group, which will be made up of parents 

and carers who would like to play a larger role in the life of the school. 

• We are also looking to improve the amount of opportunities for parents to come into school to 

work with their children during the school day. 

If you have any questions about this award, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

Neil Cairns, February 2022 

 


